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How to read each feature summary?

Short Description of 
the New Feature

Evosys Impact Study on 
Potential Impact to users 
for using new feature
LOW: No large scale 
impact. Regression 
testing can be ignored.
HIGH: Needs to be part 
of the regression testing.

YES: Configuration set up 
needed to use new 
feature.
NO: User can use the 
feature by default with no 
change needed.

NO : Already enabled and 
ready to use with some or 
no configuration
YES: Need to opt-in to use 
the feature.

Evosys Feature Analysis 
for Your Business

New Feature 
Introduced in latest 

release by Oracle

YES: Need minimal time of both parties 
to make use of the feature. 
NO : Need significant amount of time 
and effort to make use of the feature.
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Not Quick Win



New Features

Quick Wins – Default with No Configuration



Details: Use the Employee Vacation and Delegation Rules Report to view the vacation and
delegation rules set by your employees in BPM Worklist. Administrators can use this report to
review details of the rules defined by employees to delegate or reassign their workflow tasks. To
submit the report and see the output, use the Scheduled Processes work area.

EMPLOYEE VACATION AND DELEGATION RULES REPORT

Impact Level MED

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES

Impact Analysis



Details: Route Purchase Orders For Approval Using The Accrue At Receipt Attribute

Route purchase orders for approval using the accrue at receipt attribute. You can now configure approval 
rules for purchase orders based on the Accrue at Receipt attribute.

This screen capture illustrates the feature.:

Purchasing

Impact Level LOW

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES

Impact Analysis



Details: Release Recommendations For Purchase Orders That Don't Originate From Oracle Supply Planning

Your enterprise may allow your users or other systems to generate purchase orders in Oracle Fusion Cloud 
Procurement outside the planning process that Oracle Fusion Cloud Supply Planning enables. Previously, these 
purchase orders were collected and accounted for in the planning process, but the reschedule or cancel 
recommendations released from the planning work area weren't processed in Oracle Fusion Cloud Purchasing. 
With this update, if you or Oracle Supply Planning determine that a purchase order needs to be rescheduled 
or canceled, including the purchase orders generated outside the regular planning process, then you or Oracle 
Supply Planning can do so.

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Keep The Dates For Your Sales Orders And Purchase Orders Synchronized

Use this feature to keep the dates on your sales order synchronized with the dates on the purchase order.  If 
you update the shipment date, delivery date, or shipment method on a purchase order that you manually 
create or on an open purchase order that you revise, then this feature automatically updates these values on 
the sales order line and adds the reason for the change on the sales order line.

It applies to these types of items:

Standard
Pick-to-order
Assemble-to-order
Items that are part of a shipment set or kit

Business Benefit:

- Simplify your life and make fulfillment more efficient for your drop shipments.
- Improve your user experience. Your Order Entry Specialist will no longer have to manually make these 
changes on the sales order in the Order Management work area.

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Purchasing Bug Fixes In This Update

Default Tax Attributes When Submitting Purchase Orders Using the Draft Purchase Orders REST API

Before update 22B, tax determinant attributes on the purchase order schedules didn't default from the tax 
setup when a purchase order was submitted using the Draft Purchase Orders REST API. As a result, the tax 
amount was only calculated if the purchase order was created using specific values for the tax determinant 
attributes. After you update to 22B, the REST API defaults the tax attributes on the schedules of a new 
purchase order line upon submission. Further, when an existing purchase order line is submitted after 
replacing the item on the line, the REST API redefaults the tax attributes from the substituted item.

Oracle reference: 33605362

Validate Purchase Basis Instead of Line Type When Sourcing Purchase Orders to Blanket Purchase Agreements

Before update 22B, you couldn't create purchase orders from source blanket agreements if the line type of 
the purchase order line didn't match the line type on the blanket agreement line. After you update to 22B, you 
can create a purchase order from a blanket agreement if the line type on the purchase order line and the 
source agreement line have the same purchase basis. The same change is implemented across UI, FBDI, and 
REST resources.

Oracle reference: 33505394

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Purchasing Bug Fixes In This Update

Allow Procurement Requesters to Modify Only Those Change Orders That They Initiated

Before update 22B, if a procurement requester had the privilege to view other requesters' requisitions, they 
could edit change orders even if they didn't initiate the change order. After you update to 22B, procurement 
requesters can modify only those change orders that they initiated.

Oracle reference: 33183135

Default Maximum File Size Megabytes for Email Communication to 5MB

Before update 22B, when creating a new business unit using the Manage Procurement Business Function 
Configuration page, the default value of the Maximum File Size Megabytes field was 0MB. After you update to 
22B, this field's default value will be 5MB, which is the default value used when creating business units using a 
scheduled process.

Oracle reference: 32383912

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration No

Quick Win YES



Details: Import Purchase Prices Without An Item Or A Category

Default Import external purchase prices for manufacturer part numbers with neither a trading partner 
relationship nor a purchasing category assignment. These lines are imported as disabled for purchasing. Once 
an item or purchasing category is assigned to the manufacturer part numbers, you can choose to manually or 
automatically enable the lines for purchasing.

External purchase prices are received for all the manufacturer parts available in the contracts from Group 
Purchasing Organizations or other external contracting entities. However, organizations may decide to enable 
only a subset of these parts for purchasing. Prior to this update, in order to import external purchase prices, it 
was mandatory to define a trading partner relationship when creating the manufacturer parts as items in 
Product Information Management. If you decided to not create items, you defined a purchasing category 
mapping to import the external purchase prices.

Now, you can import the external purchase prices without these configurations for the manufacturer parts 
that are excluded from purchasing. If neither a manufacturer part number nor a purchasing category mapping 
exists for the manufacturer part, the external purchase prices are imported as disabled for purchasing and the 
lines are not imported into Purchase Agreements. When you choose to include these lines for purchasing at a 
later point of time, you can define the item and trading partner relationship, or a purchasing category 
mapping, as the case may be.

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Improvements To Purchase

Agreements Created From External Purchase
Prices

Review manufacturer part number for all the 
purchase agreement lines created from 
external purchase prices, irrespective of 
whether they are based on item number or 
not.

Prior to this update, the manufacturer and 
the manufacturer part numbers were 
displayed only for the purchase agreement 
lines without item numbers. Now, the 
manufacturer and manufacturer part number 
are available in all the purchase agreement 
lines created from external purchase prices, 
irrespective of whether an item number 
exists in the line or not.

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration No

Quick Win YES



Details: Include Additional Attributes On Purchasing Document Approval Notification Titles

Include additional contextual information such as supplier name, document totals, and document 
descriptions in your purchasing document approval notification titles.

You can now add these attributes to purchasing document approval notification titles:

PODescription
SupplierName
FunctionalCurrencyApprovalTotal
FunctionalCurrencyApprovalTotalUnformatted
DocumentCurrencyApprovalTotal
DocumentCurrencyApprovalTotalUnformatted
FunctionalCurrencyOrdered
FunctionalCurrencyOrderedUnformatted
DocumentCurrencyOrdered
DocumentCurrencyOrderedUnformatted
FunctionalCurrencyCode
DocumentCurrencyCode
CODescription
CONumber
COSequence

Purchasing

Impact Level LOW

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES

Impact Analysis



Details: Estimate The Size Of A Sample Training Set

Assess the size of a sample training data set before it’s created. The sample training set creation process now
provides an estimate for the number of records that will be generated based on the sample volume
percentage that you've specified.

Enter the desired sampling volume percentage and click Get Transactions to receive an immediate prediction
for the approximate number of transactions that will be included in the sample training data set.

Business Benefit:
• More information availability

Spend Classification

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Improvements To Download Data Set

Extract a specific set of transactions from a given data set using additional filter parameters that have been
added to the Data Set download. You can now filter by business unit and transaction dates to get a more
granular set of transaction data that can be used for preparing training data or to help with classification
iteration when improving a knowledge base.

Click Download in the menu for the data set that you want to download. In the Download data set dialog,
select values for the optional parameters business unit and date range, and download the data set.

Business Benefit:
• More information availability

Spend Classification

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Use Spend Classification Analysis Dashboard To Enhance Your Analytics

Enhance the insights into your organization's operations with a new dashboard in Oracle Transactional
Business Intelligence: Spend Classification Analysis. This dashboard allows you to compare the difference in
the Procure to Pay reports by showing the results using the original spend transaction data before
classification, and updated results after classification of your spend data using Spend Classification.

Business Benefit:
• More information availability

Spend Classification

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: View Supplier Sites In Fulfillment Lines

You can view all active sites for a supplier address in the fulfillment lines. The selected site is used in the
agreement or purchase order created from the contract. The existing supplier address fields are renamed
accordingly in the contract header, lines, and fulfillment lines to distinguish between the supplier address
and the supplier site.

PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Differentiate Base Contracts Created From Sourcing Negotiations

Search for base contracts in Enterprise Contracts. A base contract is created without any primary 
parties in a sourcing negotiation flow to negotiate terms with several invited suppliers. Base 
contracts are displayed in the search results, along with the transactional contracts you have 
with other parties. You can visibly differentiate a base contract from other contracts in the 
search results, contracts overview, and Oracle Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) reports.

You can delete a base contract only if the corresponding negotiation is canceled or deleted. In 
addition, you can't activate a base contract or share it externally in Oracle Supplier Portal.

PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Support Additional Parameters In Contracts Descriptive Flexfields For Setting Contexts And Filtering

Value Set
You can use the additional parameter Intent in the Contract Header descriptive flexfield to automatically set
the context to Buy or Sell. Based on the context, you can view the corresponding segments. Also, the
additional parameters, ContractId and LineId, in the Contract Header and Contract Line descriptive flexfields,
respectively, can be used to filter the values in the value set dynamically.

The additional parameters supported for the contract header and line let you tailor the descriptive flexfields.
For example, you can filter and display only the bill-to accounts of the contract's customer in a descriptive
flexfield segment. This enhances the user experience and improves the quality of data entered.

PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Search and add Unique suppliers

When creating a negotiation, search and add suppliers knowing only unique suppliers will be 
added to the invitation list. You can now perform multiple searches using varying search criteria 
in the Add Suppliers page and only suppliers who aren't already on the list are added. You can 
also add suppliers using an Excel spreadsheet with Visual Builder Add-in. When you upload, it 
will prevent duplicate suppliers from being added.

Business Benefit:
• Ease of access

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Sourcing Bug Fixes In This Update

Default the Right Sold-to LE in Purchase Orders Created From Award in a Supply Chain 
Orchestration Flow

Before 22B update, when Supply Chain Financial Orchestration is enabled, Sold-to LE on the 
purchase orders created from negotiation award wasn't derived correctly. After you update to 
22B, purchase orders created from awarding a negotiation will have the correct sold-to legal 
entity, bill-to business unit and bill-to location from valid orchestration agreements.

Oracle Reference: 33214591

When Creating a BPA from Award, Order Creation Options are Defaulted from Procurement BU 
Setup

Once you update to 22B, when you create a blanket purchase agreement from negotiation 
award, the order creation options are now correctly defaulted from the Configure Procurement 
Business Function setup page.

Oracle Reference: 33556766

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Sourcing Bug Fixes In This Update

No Changes to Award Once It Is Submitted for Approval

When a negotiation is submitted for award approval, and the category manager forgets to close 
scoring, the scoring team members are able to modify their scores for the supplier responses. 
Also, the Category manager can change the award amount.

Scores or award amount shouldn't change when award is in approval process.

With this fix, category managers will be forced to close scoring before submitting award for 
approval. They can no longer modify the award amount or scores while approval is in process. 
Changes to scoring and award amount are not allowed after award is submitted for approval.

Oracle Reference: 33392940 and 33515097

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Sourcing Bug Fixes In This Update

Creating Surrogate Response Directly in the Commercial Stage is Not Allowed

In a two-stage RFQ, category managers can't create a surrogate response directly in the 
commercial stage, when there is no technical response entered for the supplier. As part of the 2-
stage process, the technical part of the response must be entered, evaluated and shortlisted, 
before a buyer can enter the commercial portion of the response on behalf of the supplier.

Oracle Reference: 33449745

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Sourcing Bug Fixes In This Update

No Auto Sourcing of Requisitions in Award to Contract Flow

Before update 22B, If you opted in to create a supplier contract in a negotiation with agreement 
outcome, purchase orders are automatically created from the BPA, and any linked requisitions 
automatically sourced. There's no option to control or stop auto-processing.

In update 22B, this issue is now fixed. After you create supplier contracts, and complete award 
to create the BPA, purchase orders won't be automatically created from the BPA. Requisitions 
will be released back to the pool. You can now choose whether to auto-source the requisitions 
or not, by setting the BPA control 'Automatically generate orders'.

Oracle Reference: 33725493

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



New Features

Quick Wins – Default with Configuration



New Features

Quick Wins – opt ins



Details: You can now disable automatic sourcing of a requisition line, added using the Enter Requisition Line

page, to an agreement.

The feature allows the Buyer to source the requisition line from suppliers who can best fulfill the
requirements, such as when a shorter lead time than is possible in an existing agreement is required.:

• It applies only to requisition lines created using the Enter Requisition Line page. It doesn’t apply to 
requisition lines created using Smart Forms, Non-catalog request, or REST resources.

• It applies only to new requisition lines that don’t include a document source or existing requisition lines 
whose document source is no longer valid. The lines must have been created via the Enter Requisition Line 
page in both cases.

• After a requisition line is created with the feature turned on, the behavior of the line will be consistent 
even if the feature is subsequently turned off. For example, suppose the feature is turned on, and a 
requisition line that doesn’t have a valid document source is created using the Enter Requisition Line page. 
In that case, the requisition line will never be automatically sourced to an agreement even if the feature is 
later turned off.

DISABLE AUTOMATIC SOURCING OF REQUISITION LINES

Impact Level MED

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES

Impact Analysis



Details: View The Life Cycle For Items Priced In Their Secondary Uom

Track and monitor the execution of the purchase order schedules in primary and secondary UOMs. The 
schedule life cycle for dual UOM items priced in their secondary UOM shows the primary and secondary 
quantities on the schedule life cycle summary and receipts section. Receipt's invoiced quantity, open to 
invoice, and not available to invoice are shown in the pricing UOM. For the invoices section, the invoiced 
matched quantity is displayed in the pricing UOM.

DUAL UNITS OF MEASURE

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Allow Invoice Match To Receipt For Items Priced In Their Secondary UOM

Match your supplier invoice to a receipt when you purchase a dual UOM item priced in the secondary UOM. 
In update 21D, you couldn't use match to receipt for order lines priced in the secondary UOM. This update 
lifts that restriction. To use this feature, you must opt in to the Purchase Items That Are Priced in Their 
Secondary UOM feature.

To use this feature, you must opt in to the Purchase Items That Are Priced in Their Secondary UOM feature. If 
you previously opted in to the Purchase Items That Are Priced in Their Secondary UOM feature, then this 
feature is automatically enabled.

DUAL UNITS OF MEASURE

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Release Recommendations For Transfers Of Project Supplies

In a variety of project-driven enterprises, only a subset of supplies of an item can be used to satisfy the
demand for that item. The typical approach is to dedicate supplies to particular projects or tasks by striping
the supplies and demands by project and task attributes. For example, on-hand inventory or purchase orders
would be striped by project and task. In this scenario, only the on-hand or purchase order supply that match
the project and task requirements can be used to satisfy say, a sales order demand. However, this approach
may lead to situations where you have excess supplies for some projects.

To reduce inventory costs, it’s useful to check for excess supplies across projects prior to ordering new
supply for a project. You can set up flexible rules to enable this type of search when plans are created using
the Oracle Fusion Cloud Supply Planning work area.

With this update, the result of such a plan will produce a recommendation to move supplies from one
project or task with excess to another with a shortage. Planners can choose to reduce excess in your project
supplies by releasing recommendations from the plan to change the project attribution on the following
documents, and the subsequent execution steps will proceed accordingly:

• Purchase order schedules that aren't received or invoiced
• Transfer order lines that aren't shipped
• Work orders with unreleased status
• On-hand inventory which is either striped with project and task or not striped with project ans task

common inventory

Project Driven Supply Chain

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win YES



Details: Release Recommendations For Transfers Of Project Supplies

Project Driven Supply Chain

Impact Level HIGH

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win YES



Details: Prevent Purchase Order Releases When Amounts Or Quantities Exceed The Limits On The
Referenced Blanket Agreement Line

Configure the application to prevent purchase order submission if agreement lines would be over-released.
When you enter the Agreement Quantity and Agreement Amount for a blanket purchase agreement line and
opt in to this feature, the application prevents the purchase order releases if that will cause the total amount
or quantity released against the agreement line to exceed its line level limit.

As a buyer, now you don't need to search for over-released cases and manually handle them.

Purchasing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Streamline B2b Document Sharing With Intelligent Oracle Business Network Connectivity In

Supplier Self-service Registration

Electronic transactions between you and your suppliers provide the most efficient, cost-effective 
means to execute your transaction flows. If it's difficult to set up when onboarding a new 
supplier, with disconnected and manual steps, then it's more likely you will continue with paper 
or email-based transactions. Oracle Fusion Cloud Procurement uses intelligent matching to 
automatically check whether new suppliers are B2B-ready on Oracle Business Network (OBN). 
This is performed during supplier creation, internal registration, and now with supplier self-
service registration.

The supplier self-service registration flow now launches with a company search dialog that helps 
the user select their company from an autosuggest list of verified companies. This is used for 
checking the supplier status in OBN after the supplier registration request is approved and the 
supplier is created. If the supplier is enabled in OBN, Oracle Procurement guides you to establish 
document sharing with the supplier starting with a recommendation to enable B2B messaging 
when creating a purchasing or pay site.

Supplier Model

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Remove Mandatory Check On D-u-n-s Number, Taxpayer Id, Or Tax Registration Number In Supplier

Registration

Requiring all potential suppliers to provide a tax identifier or D-U-N-S number when registering can create 
confusion and lead to delays. You can now use an option to bypass the mandatory check to allow suppliers to 
register without providing D-U-N-S number, taxpayer ID, or tax registration number. This will simplify 
supplier self-service registration in regions that don't require this information; reducing confusion, errors, 
and manual intervention.

In the Configure Supplier Registration and Profile Change Request setup task, you can use the Require 
Supplier Identifier option to control whether identifiers are mandatory. Earlier this option was available only 
for registrations from self service procurement. With this feature, it can now be configured for all supplier 
registration sources including external supplier request, internal supplier request, and sourcing invitation. 

Supplier Model

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win YES



Details: Use Datafox Supplier Intelligence Signals In Internal Registration And Registration Approvals

Having up-to-date risk information when reviewing suppliers in onboarding flows is critical to the 
integrity of your supply chain. Evaluating supplier risk outside of Oracle Fusion Cloud 
Procurement is cumbersome, expensive, and slow; leading to errors as well as delays in 
assessing risk. You can now use DataFox Supplier Intelligence risk signals in internal supplier 
registration requests and registration approval notifications. Presenting detailed risk information 
to users when requesting new suppliers and reviewing approval requests will more accurately 
identify supplier risks much earlier which can avoid adding problematic suppliers to your supplier 
base.

Business Benefit:

Supplier Model

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Include Datafox Supplier Intelligence Score

Criteria For Reporting

Procurement management requires detailed 
visibility into suppliers at risk. Reporting on 
suppliers whose DataFox risk indicator scores are 
below risk tolerance thresholds can achieve 
effective monitoring. However, a risk score alone 
doesn't provide much value without understanding 
the details behind its composition. Retrieving these 
details requires manual steps for each score 
causing delays and potential errors. Using Oracle 
Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI), you can 
now build more complete supplier risk reports by 
incorporating DataFox score criteria in addition to 
the scores. Having score criteria available in 
reporting provides a better understanding of 
potential supplier risk to assess impact and take 
required actions more quickly.

Supplier Model

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Review Datafox Supplier Intelligence When Adding Suppliers To An Initiative

When searching for suppliers to add to an initiative, you can now review the 
supplier's DataFox risk indicator score in the search results. The scores are 
computed using configurable scoring criteria that can be chosen from a broad 
range of firmographic data and signals. The score values are links which provide 
access to the supplier's signals and scoring details. Leveraging the latest supplier 
intelligence data can help you determine whether or not to include a supplier on 
an initiative. For example, you may look for higher risk suppliers to include for a 
more rigorous review on risk management qualifications.

Supplier Qualification Management

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Use Deep Links To Access A Contract

You can use deep links to navigate directly to a contract, for example, from an email notification, or Oracle
Transactional Business Intelligence (OTBI) reports.

You can copy and save direct links to a contract. You can share the deep link that opens a contract with
someone else, or you can manually add the link to any page, such as a report or user interface page.

PROCUREMENT CONTRACTS

Impact Level HIGH

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



Details: Selected Sourcing Bug Fixes In This Update

Unlocking of Commercial Responses in a Round Completed 2-Stage RFQ is Not Allowed

After the technical stage is unlocked, and technical responses are evaluated, category managers 
have the option to create a new round if supplier responses are not satisfactory. When a new 
round is created after the technical stage, commercial responses must remain locked and sealed. 
Therefore, after update 22B, you won't be allowed to unlock/unseal the responses submitted in 
previous round, when a new round is in progress.

Oracle Reference: 33562083

Sourcing

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration NO

Quick Win YES



New Features

Not Quick Wins



Details: Procure goods and services using the Responsive Self Service

Procurement application on your mobile device. Using the application,
you can create requisitions for local and punchout catalog items, smart
forms, and request noncatalog items.

• To shop for catalog content, you can use the new smart search to find 
items you are looking for quickly.

• You can then choose to add items to the cart directly from the search 
results or view details of each item before adding it. 

• After adding the item, you can review and update delivery and 
accounting information on lines in the cart according to your 
requirements. 

• Finally, submit the shopping cart for approval. You can track the status 
of your requisitions on the Home page.

PROCURE GOODS AND SERVICES USING THE RESPONSIVE SELF SERVICE 
PROCUREMENT APPLICATION

Impact Level HIGH

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: In this update, Oracle Fusion Cloud Procurement delivers new and modified REST APIs to enable and 

simplify integration with external systems.

The new REST APIs introduced in this update are:
• Procurement Business Units List of Values
• Work Confirmations

The following REST APIs are enhanced:

• Purchase Requisitions
• POST and PATCH now support dual UOM-controlled items. 
• POST and PATCH are supported for attributes related to suggested buyer
• POST is supported for blanket purchase agreements with a currency other than the requisitioning 

business unit's functional currency. 
• Purchase Order Schedules

• Use the confirmWork custom action to upload lines to a draft work confirmation.

You can use these modified REST services to simplify integrations and support standards-based 
interoperability with your other applications and external systems.

INTEGRATE AND EXTEND PROCUREMENT USING REST SERVICES

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Create Work Confirmations For Purchase Orders With Progress Payment Schedules

Create work confirmations for complex work purchase orders as a supplier and seek approval for the
completed work against the progress payment schedule items.

In update 21C, work completion can only be reported by requesters via the My Receipts UI without the ability
to route for review or approval. In this update, as a supplier user you can now by yourself report on work
completion for your complex work purchase orders. Specify the value of work performed in the current period
either in terms of the currency amount, units completed or percentage completed. Buyers and requesters can
also create work confirmation on behalf of their Suppliers.

COMPLEX WORK PROCUREMENT

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Create Item Replacements By Choosing An Alternate Item Or Alternate Supplier

Item Replacement is a unified solution across Oracle Procurement Cloud and Oracle Supply Chain 
Management Cloud applications that helps you take some remedial measures by replacing items and 
suppliers when there are supply disruptions from external supply sources. With this solution, you can 
perform mass replacement on unfulfilled purchase orders using appropriate alternate items or supply 
sources. This also helps you ensure that any new replenishment request doesn't get created for the item 
in disruption till the supply is restored, which is when the feature ensures that replenishment requests 
are created only for the original item.

Business Benefit:
• Ease of Transaction

Purchasing

Impact Level HIGH

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Automatically Requalify Survey Qualifications On Expiration

The ability to survey employees periodically to provide supplier feedback is an important
part of a comprehensive supplier performance program. You can now configure survey
initiatives to launch automatically when the prior qualification expires, enabling a
touchless process to track supplier performance over time.

Supplier Qualification Management

Impact Level LOW

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Improve Classification Results Using Training Exclusions

Use training exclusions to build and manage a list of words that will be ignored in any training set that is used
for creating or improving a knowledge base. Text strings in spend data often include common words that can
appear in a wide variety of unrelated spend records, making them poor predictors for assigning or updating
category codes. Building up a set of training word exclusions ensures that these terms don't interfere with
category predictions and improves knowledge base performance.

Spend Classification

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable NO

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Use The Legal Entity Time Zone In

Channel Revenue Management

Use the legal entity time zone when 
creating programs, accruals, adjustments, 
claims, and posting transactions. If the 
setting on the legal entity profile indicates 
that the legal entity time zone should be 
used, then all channel programs, claims, 
and other transactions will be displayed 
and processed for this time zone.

For Deductions and Settlement:

• These dates exist in user interfaces, REST 
services, and processing of claims.

• These processes include inbound AR 
integrations, claim creation, and 
settlement.

Channel Revenue Management

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Import Additional Information From A Supplier Invoice Line Descriptive Flexfield Via A Csv File

Import additional information on a supplier invoice line in CSV upload. Additional information 
can be configured as a descriptive flexfield of a supplier invoice line in Supplier Channel 
Management. Use these details in eligibility rules to further qualify a supplier invoice for a 
rebate.

Supplier Channel Management

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Use A Different Catalog For Alternate Supplier Sites In Supplier Annual Programs

Eligibility already supports a supplier catalog for the supplier of a supplier annual program.

This feature provides the additional capability to ensure that eligibility will qualify annual rebates from
manufacturers based on purchases from distributors.

Supplier Channel Management

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Extend Supplier Rebate Program Eligibility

Programmatically extend the eligibility algorithm to qualify receiving transactions or supplier invoices. For
example, an extension could be the ability to support precedence when multiple rebates apply. Thus, a
supplier rebate at the ship-to level takes precedence over a rebate at the account level.

Improves the extensibility and flexibility of eligibility to qualify supplier invoices lines for supplier rebates,
thus reducing the cost of ownership.

Supplier Channel Management

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Details: Specify Exchange Rate Date For Manual Adjustments To Supplier Programs

Optionally override an exchange rate date when the adjustment currency is not the same as the 
ledger currency. If an exchange rate date is not provided, then the adjustment approval date is 
used.

Supplier Channel Management

Impact Level MED

Impact Analysis

Need to Enable YES

Configuration YES

Quick Win NO



Closing 

Q&A



Closing Note

1. What happens next?

1. Presentation

2. Session Recording  

2. Feedback Form

3. Speak with your Project Manager or 

business@evosysglobal.com 

1. for additional services around quarterly 

updates

2. Learn more about Innovation

4. Next Sessions



EVOSYS
is here to

help you!

It is always best to clear your doubts

Contact Us

+44 2080043670 www.evosysglobal.com business@evosysglobal.com

Thank You!


